The leading field service software for tracking your
clients and getting your marketing done.

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF LEAD
CAPTURE FORMS
Including a lead capture form on your website makes it easy for
customers to contact you or inquire about your services.
The forms are meant to be quick and efficient for customers and prospects, and they allow
you to collect information, like phone numbers and email addresses, to use for marketing in
the future. As opposed to simply listing your contact information on your site and waiting for
people to call you, lead capture forms give you more control.
Your number one goal with lead capture forms is to gather personal data from individuals
interested in your services (or who might be in the future). You want to make it easy for them
to give you their information so you can use it to contact them ASAP, and market to them
long-term.
We created ServiceMonster WebForms (which are lead capture forms we developed
specifically for field service companies) for this very reason: WebForms makes your
customers’ lives easier because they can simply fill out a few fields and be contacted by
you, and it makes your life easier because it allows active leads to be delivered right to your
doorstep (okay, not to your doorstep – but ServiceMonster WebForm leads are funneled
directly into the Leads tab in your ServiceMonster account!).
Now that you understand the relevance of lead capture forms, here are some tips for
maximizing their potential:
Set expectations. If you’re using a ServiceMonster WebForm on your site, people will fill
it out because they’re interested in scheduling a service with you… but what happens next?
Should they be expecting a phone call, or will you simply email them to confirm? How soon
after submission should they expect to hear from you? It’s a good idea to include some text
on the webpage where the form is placed that discusses what users can expect after they
click “Submit.” Be careful not to set unrealistic expectations! If you state that you’ll contact
the client within 30 minutes after they submit the form but you’re unable to meet that goal,
it will affect customers’ perception of you. Setting unreachable expectations that you can’t
follow through on – however impressive they might look to customers initially – will only
work to undermine your credibility and tarnish the relationships you have with your clients.

For a free demo, call (888) 901-3300 or visit us online:

www.servicemonster.net
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Simplicity is key. People are busy, and if your form has a lot of questions or asks things
that appear unnecessary or that are too personal, your form will seem intimidating and will
be ignored – even by people who are genuinely interested in your services. On the flip side,
if your form only consists of one or two fields – name and phone number, for instance –
you run the risk of being inundated with a lot of junky, spammy leads. If you’re going to be
following up on each and every lead that comes in, you want to be sure that the majority are
relevant so they won’t be a waste of your time. Bottom line: A healthy balance in terms of
length is the goal.
Convey that their information is safe with you. It’s important that you reassure your
customers that you are a credible business who will protect their personal information.
They’re preparing to provide you with personal details such as their name and phone
number, and you don’t want them to reconsider because they don’t see any proof that their
information will stay protected. The Secure Data badge is included on each ServiceMonster
WebForm, and shows that you’re a trusted service provider who uses a software program
(ServiceMonster!) that protects your customers’ data. Having the badge on the same page
as the form will make visitors feel more comfortable divulging their personal information.
When they click on the badge, they’ll be taken to a ServiceMonster page that reassures them
that their personal information won’t be sold or given out to others, and that they won’t be
spammed.
Place it with precision. Visual hierarchy is the idea that you want to position the most
important information and elements as prominently as possible. On a website, that means
you want to place things you really want visitors see, like your lead capture form, close to
the top. This way people won’t have to scroll down or click around to find how to contact you
and submit their query. If you place it at the bottom of the page, there’s a high likelihood that
many won’t even see the form because they won’t scroll down that far!

In conclusion...
The purpose of lead capture forms is to collect new, high-quality leads. Forms can be
extremely beneficial, as long as they’re used in a way that makes sense. Make sure your form
placement draws attention, keep the form short and unintimidating, and communicate what
the visitor should expect after they submit their information and that their information will
be secure with you. With these essentials in place, you’ll be well on your way to simple and
effective lead capture.
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